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ABSTRACT
Mobile internet browsing usually involves a
lot of horizontal and vertical scrolling,
which makes web browsing timeconsuming. In addition to this, users may be
interested in a section of a web page, which
may not fit into the mobile screen. This
requires more scrolling in both directions. In
this paper, we propose to address this
problem by re-arranging the geometric
sequence of the blocks from a large web
page while maintaining their semantics. Our
proposed system, Web-adaptor, reduces
unnecessary information by allowing its
users to see the most relevant blocks of the
page and provides the target contents. The
Web-adaptor assigns profit to each object of
the web page according to the user
preferences. It also assigns a weight to each
object of a block by analyzing the object’s
elements. It uses a greedy algorithm to select
the profitable blocks, and delivers them to
handheld devices. The proposed solution
improves web content accessibility and
delivers the target contents to the users.

KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, people started
using network ready mobile devices like
handheld computers, PDAs and smart
phones to access the internet. The term

mobile device refers to a device
specially designed for synchronous and
asynchronous communication while the
user is on the move [1]. Among the
many mobile devices, the mobile phone
and PDA are the most popular and
commonly used by users to access the
internet [1]. These kinds of devices
provide good mobility but very limited
computational capabilities and display
size [2]. Mobile users don’t feel
comfortable to browse the internet via
mobile devices mainly, because of the
small screen, limited memory, and
processing speed [2][3]. Since most of
the existing web contents are originally
designed for display on desktop
computers, so content delivery without
layout adjustment and content adaptation
make the contents unsuitable for mobile
devices. A user needs to scroll the screen
horizontally and vertically to find the
desired content. Moreover, searching
and browsing could frustrate, because
most of the web site is designed for the
standard desktop display. This means
that most of the web contents are
unsuitable for mobile devices [4].
Content adaptation refers to techniques
that dynamically adjust the contents
according to the properties of the
handheld devices for better presentation
experience. The conventional way to
provide web contents to support various
types of handheld devices is to create the
same contents but with different formats
for different devices. This method is
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simple but the chances of making errors
are very high with different handheld
devices. To support new handheld
devices, all the previous web contents
have to be reformatted for that handheld
device. Sometimes, changes in the main
contents require updating of all handheld
contents formats. So, this is neither a
practical nor a feasible solution for large
volume of web contents.
Since the screen size is small, the
content adaptation method needs to
apply various content transformation
processes including layout changes,
content format reconfiguration and
rearrangement of the presentation
context [2], [4], [5]. However, simple
content adaptation solution for changing
multiple-column layout to a singlecolumn layout for handheld screens also
shows some disadvantages. Without
semantic analysis to identify the
relationship among objects, this kind of
adaptation may cause an awkward
organization of a web page and gives
different meaning to the content. A tool
or mechanism is needed to provide the
users the ability to receive specially
adapted web content on handheld
devices.
Web contents are typically composed
of many multimedia objects (text,
images, audio and video) [6], which are
semantically connected by various
objects in a section. For example, an
image can be explained by a section of
text, or a title can abstract an article and
some images. In other words, these
related objects are integrated to help
readers to understand what a particular
section intend to express. Improper
arrangement of these kinds of objects
and their relationship may lead to the
misunderstanding or loss of information
to the users. Therefore, it is very

important for a content adaptation
mechanism to maintain the original
semantic relationship among the objects
during the adaptation and content
delivery process.
In this paper, we present a novel
method which supports dynamic web
page content adaptation for handheld
devices. Our goal is to improve web
content accessibility, deliver the target
information and multimedia contents
according to the user preferences. This
will help the users to reach the target
information from a large web page. To
achieve this goal, we introduce Webadaptor as an automatic content
adaptation system for dynamic web
pages. Our algorithm automatically
identifies the semantic relationship
among the objects from the blocks,
assigns profit to the objects from the
user define preferences and weight from
the object elements. A greedy algorithm
selects the profitable blocks and delivers
them to the users. The key steps of the
proposed adaptation algorithm are as
follows: Firstly, assign profit to each
object of a web page by using the
assignment profit algorithm. Secondly,
re-arrange the sequence of the blocks by
using the greedy algorithm. The rest of
the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2, summarizes related research
work. Section 3, describes the proposed
solution. Section 4, presents the case
study. Section 5, discusses the results.
Finally, we conclude the paper in section
6.
2 RELATED WORK
There are many general purpose content
adaptation systems that have been
developed and CMo [7] is one of them.
The CMo uses a proxy-based
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architecture to adapt web contents for
handheld devices. This system reduces
information overload by allowing its
users to see the most relevant fragment
of the pages and navigate between other
fragments if necessary. It captures the
context of the links and applies a simple
topic boundary detection technique and
also uses the context to identify the
relevant information in the next page
with the help of a support vector
machine [7].
Web Clipping [8] is one of the methods
that researchers are still working on.
Web Clipping is a technique where the
system extracts and represents some
parts of a HTML document for mobile
browser [8]. The system annotates some
parts of the web page, and it provides the
annotation contents to the content
adaptation engine. The Web Clipping
methods modify the HTML structures.
This system breaks a page into smaller
parts, with each part being made into a
new separate page with its own title and
header. Sometimes, it removes extra
unnecessary objects from the HTML.
Xadaptor [9] is a content adaptation
system that uses rule-based and fuzzy
logic techniques. The rule-based
approach
facilitates
extensible,
systematic
and adaptive content
adaptation process and also integrates
adaptation mechanisms for various
content types and categorizes them into
the rule-based approach. Rules are
applied based on user defined
preferences. The HTML objects are
transformed into contents and pointer
objects. Therefore, the system uses the
content parser to separate the objects
from the HTML tags, and the system
reformats the standard tables from the
HTML objects. The table reformatting
algorithm uses fuzzy logic and rule-

based approaches. This system is not
fully automated. The users need to
assign some parameters to adapt the
contents [9].
Some researchers use the Vision Based
Page Segmentation (VIPS) algorithm
[3], [4], [5], [7], [10] which manages the
web structure to find the interesting
objects and restructure the web pages
into blocks. The Web page Tailoring
System follows some rules to select the
interesting blocks [10]. The system
removes
unnecessary
information,
creates a new title for a block and tries to
summarize the block’s content. VIPS
identifies the interesting data, changes
the format of the web page and also
present the information to the user with
user’s interest. User preferences are used
by the page segmentation and pattern
matching to make the information
interesting for every user.
Researches use Web Clipping, rulebased and VIPS to identify salient
objects and to adapt the contents.
However, users still need to scroll
vertically. Sometimes users browse the
contents but failed to reach the target
content because of information overload
[11]. It is a great challenge to achieve
satisfactory precision for dynamic web
page segmentation, which is based on
HTML element's analysis.
3 THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
This section presents the framework of
the Web-adaptor (Figure.1). Users
request for a web page and Web-adaptor
adapts the contents. We use the proxy
server, because it acts as a cache of the
mobile device and also processes the
data for the mobile devices.
A mobile user connects to the Webadaptor by a web browser. The user
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types the URL of a web page in the input
box (Figure. 2). The user then chooses
their preferences. After selecting the
preferences, the user submits the request
to the Web-adaptor and it delivers the
sub pages (adapted content) to the users.
All the sub page contents are formatted
and fit to the mobile screen. The user
does not need to scroll. The users press
the next and previous buttons to navigate
through the sub pages.

among the HTML elements. Since a web
page is always presented in the HTML
format, the system traverses the tree and
identifies the blocks in the tree according
to the HTML elements. It then analyzes
their properties and tagged the blocks.
The system avoids objects like Javascript and CSS. These objects are not

Figure. 1. The framework of the Web-adaptor.
Web-adaptor

(a)

Figure. 2. Main page of the Web adaptor with user
preferences.

3.1 Identification of Important Blocks
The Web-adaptor first parsers the
HTML page to a tree. The root node is
the top element of the tree. The root
node has no parents. An internal node
means a node with one or more children
[12]. Figure. 3. (b), illustrates the tree
representation of the block-5 (Figure. 3.
a). This tree contains all the HTML
elements of block-5. The root of the tree
is <div> (1), internal node is <p> (2) and
leaf node is <img> (3).
The system identifies the blocks
according to the semantic relationship

(b)

Figure. 3. (a) Original BBC web page with
blocks identified and (b) the tree representation
of Block-5.

important for mobile view [1]. The
system uses the Depth First Search to
traverse the tree. It removes nodes
containing elements like <script>,
<style> to simplify the tree [1]. The
semantic blocks are identified using
structure functionality [2], [11]. Figure.
3. (a), illustrates a page from “BBC”:
block 1 is the menu, Block-2 is the top
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news, Block- 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11 are the
relevant interesting blocks. Block- 6 and
9 contain some related links, and Block3 is an advertising block.
1. Input:
2. T is a Tree;
3. Output:
4. Pruned T containing important
blocks;
5. Start
6. Visit(T,v)
7. Perform visit of the node v;
8. If v matches with structure
functionality Then
9.
If v is an internal node
Then
10.
For all child w of v Do
11.
Visit(T,w);
12.
If w does not match with
structure functionality
Then
13.
Remove all the children
of w;
14. Else
15. Remove all the children of
v;
16.End
Figure. 4. Algorithm for identifying important
blocks.

Figure. 4. Illustrates the algorithm for
identifying the important blocks. The
input is the original HTML tree T (line
2), the output tree T contains only the
important blocks (line 4), v and w are the
node of the tree and structure
functionality [2] refers to the set of
HTML tags, which points to the HTML
blocks. The algorithm traverses the tree
and searches for the structure
functionality (line 8). If it matches, then
it keeps the internal nodes and leaf
nodes, if it does not match, it removes
the internal nodes and leaf nodes from
the tree. This algorithm keeps only the
important blocks in the tree and removes
other contents.

3.2 Assignment of Profit to Each
Objects of a Block
The system uses the identify object from
blocks algorithm (Figure. 5) to identify
objects within a block. Each block is
then assigned a profit value. Profits are
positive numeric values assigned
according to the tree element properties
of the object. The profit assignment
algorithm (Figure. 6) uses user
preferences like User Parameter Object,
Decoration Object, Hyperlink Object
and Multimedia Object [13]. With the
user defined preferences, the algorithm
uses rules to assign profits to the nodes
of the tree.
The search keyword option (Figure. 2)
gives the users more specific target
information. If the user keys in any
keyword, the system checks the
keyword, and starts searching for the
keyword from the root to the leaf nodes
of the tree. If the algorithm finds a
match, it assigns a profit to each item
that matches the keyword.
1. Input:
2. T is the Tree;
3. Output:
4. T is the Tree with identified
objects;
5. Start
6. Traverse(T,v)
7. Perform visit of the node v;
8. AssignmentOfProfit(v);
9. Preprocessing(v);
10. AssignmentOfWeight(v);
11. If v is an internal node Then
12. For all child w of v do
13.
Traverse(T,w);
14.End

Figure. 5. Algorithm to identify object from
Blocks.

Some HTML elements are used for
formatting [2] and decoration [13]
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purposes. These HTML elements are
used to display the HTML contents in a
more interesting manner to the readers
and contain important information. If the
users select text option (Figure. 2), the
system searches these HTML elements
within the tree and assigns profit to the
1. Input:
2. v is the node of the tree;
3. Output:
4. v with profit points;
5. Start
6. AssignmentOfProfit (v)
7.
If search keyword matches
with v and preference enable
Then
8.
Assign profit to vp = vp +
( 500 × search keyword ∩ v
set data) ;
9.
If decoration object
matches with v and
preference enable Then
10.
Assign profit to vp = vp +
1 ;
11. If hyperlink object matches
with v and preference
enable Then
12.
If hyperlink is related to
the other objects Then
13.
Assign profit to vp = vp +
4 + text length;
14.
If hyperlink is not
related to the other
object Then
15.
Assign profit to vp = vp +
1 + text length;
16. If multimedia object
matches with v data and
reference enable and
multimediaect pixels > 21
Then
17.
Assign profit to vp = vp +
( object height × object
width / 300) ;
18.End
Figure. 6. Algorithm for assignment of profit to the
individual object.

object. The algorithm in Figure. 6 (line 9
- 10) shows that the algorithm searches
all the decoration and formatting

elements and assigns profit to the object
for each matching element.
Most web pages use hyperlinks to
navigate to other sections or another
portal. If the users select the navigation
option (Figure. 2), the system assigns
profit according to the hyperlinks and
text lengths. There are two kinds of
hyperlinks, independent and dependent
hyperlink. The independent hyperlink
navigates to another domain or has a
weak relationship with the objects
around it [13]. These kinds of HTML
elements are not so important for the
readers. Thus, the algorithm (Figure. 6.
lines 14 - 15) assigns low profits to such
objects.
A
dependent
hyperlink
navigates to the same domain and has a
strong relationship with the objects
around it [13]. These kinds of links are
considered important for the readers and
assigned higher profits.
Multimedia contents are very important
with respect to information delivery. If
the user selects the multimedia option
(see Figure. 2), the system will assign
profits to multimedia objects. Lines 16
to 17 of the algorithm in Figure. 6
assigns profits to each multimedia object
in proportion to the object’s physical
dimension.
After completing the profit assignment
phase, the system adds the total profits
of all objects to block profit. The profit
of each object in a block is then
reassigned to be the block profit. In this
way, all the objects in the same block
will carry the same profit.
The geometric order of a web page
refers to the sequence of content
arrangement [7]. The geometric order is
very important to keep the original
semantic relationship among objects of
the same block. Therefore, the system
also assigns profit according to the
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geometric order. Figure. 7, illustrates the
geometric order of the objects in a web
page where O1 gets the highest profit,
because it appears at the beginning of
the block. O10 gets the lowest profit
because it appears at the end of the
block.

Figure. 7. The geometric order of the
objects in Block-5.

3.3 Pre-Processing of Blocks
Some HTML elements are used to
format the content to highlight important
information such as the title, and for
decoration [2] purposes to make the
content more attractive to users. For
mobile readers, the additional aesthetics
elements may not necessary. Therefore,
it is better to remove these elements.
Figure. 8, shows the algorithm for
doing the pre-processing. In line 7, the
algorithm computes Iscreen, the variable
that controls the multimedia content’s
physical dimension. The algorithm (line
9) first removes all the HTML
decoration elements and changes the
background color of the element's
property. Then, it edits the multimedia
content’s dimension properties. If the
multimedia content’s dimension is more
than Iscreen (lines 10 - 20), the
algorithm
modifies
the
original
dimensions of the multimedia contents

by reducing it so that it can fit the
mobile screen.
1. Input:
2. v is the node of the Tree;
3. Output:
4. v with modified HTML
elements;
5. Start
6. Preprocessing(v)
7.
Iscreen =( DeviceWidth /
DeviceHeight) × 200;
8.
If v is decoration or
highlight element Then
9.
Remove the element from v
and change the background
color properties;
10. If v is multimedia element
and multimedia height, width
more than Iscreen Then
11.
MaxHeight = Iscreen;
12.
MaxWidth = Iscreen;
13.
Ratio = height / width;
14.
If height > MaxHeight Then
15.
newheight = MaxHeight;
16.
newwidth = height / Ratio;
17.
Elseif width > MaxWidth
Then
18.
newwidth = MaxWidth;
19.
newheight = width × Ratio;
20. update v with the new width
and height;
21.End

Figure. 8. Algorithm to Pre-process each
object by removing decorative.

3.4 Assignment of Weight to Each
Object in a Block
The Web-adaptor assigns a weight to
each object according to the text length
and multimedia object dimension
contained in each object. The greedy
algorithm uses the object weights to
deliver limited contents to every sub
page. The system considers Text and
Multimedia
objects
for
weight
assignment. It searches all the objects in
the tree, if it finds any text content in the
HTML element, the system determines
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the text length and converts into number
of pixels. This number of pixels is then
assigned as the weight of the object.
Figure.9 (lines 7 - 8), shows the
algorithm convert text lengths to pixels.
Here vw is the total number of the pixels,
10 is the height of a character, and 30 is
the threshold, vw = (30+10× number of
text character); [9].
The system searches all the objects in
the tree. If it finds any multimedia
contents, it checks the properties of the
multimedia contents. If the content
dimensions are provided, it extracts the
information for the weight; otherwise the
system checks the metadata of the
multimedia content to get the dimension
by itself. Figure.9 (lines 9 - 10) shows
the algorithm where height of the image
is the height of the multimedia content
and width of the image is the weight of
the multimedia content. The variable vw
is the area and weight of the multimedia
object while vw = height of the image ×
width of the image;
1. Input:
2. v is the node of the Tree;
3. Output:
4. v with weight value;
5. Start
6. AssingWeight(v)
7.
If v is text object Then
8.
Assign weight to vw = vw +
(30 + 10 × number of text
character);
9.
If v is image object and
image height, width more
than 20pixels Then
10.
Assign weight to vw = vw +
(height of the image × width
of the image);
11.End
Figure. 9. Algorithm of assignment of weight to
individual content unit.

3.5 Greedy Algorithm for Selecting
Blocks to Display on Mobile Device
A greedy algorithm is designed to select
the highly profitable objects from the
tree and generates sub pages with the
weight capacity of the objects. The total
weights of the objects cannot be more
than the mobile screen capacity for each
sub page. The greedy algorithm selects
the most profitable objects according to
the user define preferences, and the
weights must be less than or equal to the
mobile screen capacity.
1. Input:
2. contents is the tree
object;
3. i is the number of offset;
4. w is the weight;
5. next is the next button;
6. previous is the previous
button;
7. Output:
8. subpage is HTML page
contains individual content
unit;
9. Start
10. while weight < C Do
11. If next = TRUE Then
12.
Do i = best new selected
contents according by pi
maximum value;
13. Elseif previous = TRUE
Then
14.
Do i = best old selected
contents according by pi
minimum value;
15. If weight + wi ≤ C Then
16.
subpage = subpage append
contentsi
17.
weight = weight + wi
18. i go to next offset until
n;
19.End

Figure. 10. Greedy algorithm for selecting
blocks.

Figure. 10, gives the greedy algorithm.
Let contentsi be the tree object, wi is the
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weight and pi is the profit assigned to the
ith item, C is the capacity on the mobile
screen of dimension (Height × Width).
The greedy algorithm selects the most
profitable objects with total weights
smaller or equal to the C. When the total
weight becomes larger than the capacity
C, then the process stops (refer to line
10). The algorithm delivers the selected
contents in a sub page. The next and
previous value is used to navigate to the
next sub page or the previous sub page.
If next is true, then p chooses the
maximum profit (line 12) and if previous
is true, then p contains the minimum
profit (line 14). The greedy algorithm
creates small sub pages from the tree.
The first sub page contains the most
important contents according to the user
defined
preferences
taking
onto
consideration the weight and capacity.
The second sub page contains less
important contents compared to first sub
page.

because they do not strictly follow the
standard (W3C) HTML format.
3.6 Context Identification after
Navigating to another Page
Navigating to another page is very
important to get the full information
about the context. The context of a link
is the content around the link which
maintains the same topic as the link [7].
Consider Figure. 12, (a) that shows the
adapted front page of the CNN website.
Suppose user selects the “Mediators to
try to mend Ivory Coast” link to know
more about it. The Web-adaptor adapts
the navigated page and identifies the
important blocks from the navigated
page. It searches the related content
“Mediators to try to mend Ivory Coast”
in the page and selects those contents for
the adapted navigated page. Figure. 12.
(b), illustrates the first sub page after
adapting the navigated page and Figure.
12. (c), shows the sub page containing
the rest of the context related to
“Mediators to try to mend Ivory Coast”.
Figure. 13, (lines 7 - 8) shows that the
algorithm searches all the text
information in the tree and tags them as
a match if the text data matches with the
navigation text. The algorithm also
searches for multimedia contents (lines 9
- 10) and tags the multimedia contents as
matches if the contain metadata that
matches the navigation text.
4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Figure. 11. Adapted BBC page by Web-adaptor
on handheld device.

Figure. 11, shows the BBC main page
after adaptation. Sometimes, there are
web sites that can’t be adapted properly

This section presents an experimental
comparison study of the Web-adaptor
against the Google Wireless Transcoder.
Both systems are created to adapt web
content for mobile devices. To conduct
the test, we provide iPhone (emulator) to
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30 test subjects. All the test subjects
were undergraduate students from the
Faculty of Information Technology in
Multimedia University. The average of
the test subjects’ age was 22.14 years.
We conducted the test in a controlled
laboratory. The test subjects were
instructed to open the home page of the
Web-adaptor and perform some tasks. In
the same way, the subjects are instructed
to open the home page of the Google
Wireless Transcoder from the mobile
browser and perform some tasks in the
laboratory. The main objective of this
study is to find the differences with
respect to the number of clicks, content

layout and user’s satisfaction of both
systems.
4.1 Usability Study
The main purpose of Web-adaptor is to
enhance a user’s browsing and
experience. We have conducted the
usability evaluation to validate the
design goal of Web-adaptor. The
usability
involves
learnability,
efficiency, memorability, error hindering
and satisfaction of the users [14]. For
mobile web content adaptation, learning
and memorization are not major concern
[15].

(b)

(c)

(a)

Figure. 12. (a) The adapted CNN page by Web-adaptor on handheld device with navigation to another
page, (b) The first sub page of adapted version of the navigated page, (c) the second sub page of the
adapted page.
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1. Input:
2. v is the node of the tree;
3. Output:
4. v with matched value node of
the tree ;
5. Start
6. NavigationContext
Identification (v)
7.
If navigation text matches
with v(text) Then
8.
Assign vm = match;
9.
If navigation text matches
with v(multimedia metadata)
Then
10.
Assign vm = match;
11.End

Figure. 13. Algorithm for content identification
after navigating to another page.

Please specify your opinion about the Webadaptor and Google Wireless Transcoder of
web
page
regarding
the
following
perspectives (5 is the highest, and 1 is the
lowest).
1. Overall, I am satisfied with the ease
of completing the tasks in this
scenario.
2. It helps me be more productive.
3. The display format is consistent.
4. It requires minimal scrolling.
5. It is easy to learn to use it.

Figure. 14. User study questionnaire.

Table. 1. List of the web pages for the
experiment
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Web page URL
www.ibm.com
edition.cnn.com
imagejournal.org
www.myrecipes.com
433rpm.blogspot.com
superb-car.blogspot.com
www.bbc.co.uk

Efficiency and satisfaction are the major
concerns [16]. We select seven web sites
(Please refer to Table. 1). All the pages
contain tables, CSS and javacsript. The
Web-adaptor and the Google Wireless
Transcoder adapted the pages, and users
were asked to perform some tasks,
including browsing web pages and
locating target information on the iPhone
(emulator). After performing these tasks,
the users were asked to complete two
separate
post-task
questionnaires
regarding two systems’ efficiency and
users satisfaction. In the questionnaire,
the first two questions are related to the
user’s satisfaction. The third question is
concerned with the content layout. The
fourth question is related to usability,
and the last question is related to the
learnability. The questionnaire is shown
in Figure. 14. The usability study shown
in Table. 2. Each cell in the table
represents the number of users who gave
the score (1 to 5) to the two systems.
Based on the score given by the users,
it is observed that the users preferred the
Web-adaptor to the Google Wireless
Transcoder [17]. Both systems provide
adapted versions of the web pages,
which are sometimes, new and
unfamiliar pages to the users because of
adaptation. However, most of the users
manage to locate the required
information.
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The interaction between a user and the
Web-adaptor system is as such: A
mobile user first opens a web browser
and connects to the Web-adaptor. The
user types the URL of a web page in the
input box Figure. 2. The users choose
their preferences. After selecting the
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preferences, the user submits the request
to the Web-adaptor and it provides the
contents, which fit the user's screen. The
system delivers the adapted contents to
the users. Figure. 15. (a), illustrates the
desktop version of a BBC web page.
Figure. 15. (b), illustrates the
corresponding adapted page. The
background color, font size and
multimedia contents are modified to suit
the mobile screen. If the user does not
find the target content, then the user has
to navigate to next or previous pages. In
the next section of this paper, we
compare our proposed method with
other existing methods; discuss potential
implementation issues and other
considerations.

content adaptation system; fuzzy logic to
model the adaptation quality and control
the adaptation decision. The Web page
Tailoring System [5] is a complete
framework to adapt contents for mobile
devices. This system consists of three
components. It uses the mechanism that
can determine, which blocks of a web
page should be retained by user
preferences and arrange the blocks. The
CMo [7] framework builds on three
components. It captures the context of
the link, applies simple topic-boundary
detection technique and uses the context
to identify relevant information in the
next page by using a support vector
machine. Our proposed Web-adaptor
framework consists of five components.
Table. 3, compares the features of the
proposed Web-adaptor with three other
systems. The other frameworks do not
re-arrange the sequence of the blocks. In
our proposed system, we re-arrange the
block sequences to provide the target
contents to the users.

5.1 Framework Comparison
There are many significant differences
between our proposed system and other
existing content adaptation systems. The
Xadaptor [9] framework builds on five
components. It is a rule-based adaptive

Table. 2. Usability study result. Here A refers to Web-adaptor and B refers to Google Wireless Transcoder.
1

Score

Question

2

3

4

5

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

1

0

2

0

1

0

3

0

3

0

1

2

2

2

3

8

3

8

1

5

4

4

3

7

15

10

12

6

6

10

11

6

10

4

18

9

15

7

18

9

12

9

11

12

5

3

2

2

2

3

4

7

2

9

3

3.74

3.23

3.54

3.03

3.7

3.1

3.84

3.06

3.83

3.4

Average
Score

1038
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(a)

(b)

Figure. 15. (a) BBC web page desktop version and (b) adapted BBC web page for the mobile.

Table. 4, gives a comparisons of the
time complexity if the operations in the
Web-adaptor
against
completing
systems. Firstly, the proposed block
identification algorithm has a complexity
of O(n) because in Figure. 4. line 10,
uses a loop and recursive function. In the
Find Blocks [7] algorithm lines 3 and 14
uses loops. So the complexity of the
algorithm is O(n). Secondly, the
complexity of the proposed object
identification algorithm is O(|n|+|e|).
Observed that in Figure. 5, line 12, there
is a loop and a recursive function, e is
the number of brunches of the tree.
However, the FindContext [7] algorithm

uses a nested loop. Thus, the complexity
becomes O(n2). Thirdly, the proposed
object element modification algorithm of
Figure. 8, has a complexity of O(n), and
the sub page navigation algorithm [18]
has a complexity of O(n). Finally,
computing the contents’ geometric
heights and widths consumes O(n). The
sub page navigation algorithm of [18]
has a complexity of O(n). It can be
observed that the over-all complexity of
our proposed algorithm is competitive
with the other algorithms. The proposed
object identification algorithm has a
lower complexity is less than the
FindContext [7] algorithm.

Table. 3. Comparison of Web-adaptor with other content.
Components
Used

(1)
Xadaptor
System

(2) CMo
System

(3) Web
Page
Tailoring
System

User preferences

Yes

Yes

Yes

(4)
Proposed
System
(Webadaptor)
Yes

Transfer HTML
page to Tree

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Comments

System 1 and 3 uses
predefined user preferences
from database but system 2
and 4 uses dynamic
preferences from the users.
System 1 use structure tree,
system 2 use frame tree,
system 3 use DOM tree and
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Block
identification
Object
identification
Modification
object elements

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Re-arrange the
sequence of the
blocks for
display
Use mechanism
to select the
target contents
for display

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

system 4 use simple HTML
tree.
System 1- 4 identify the
blocks by HTML tags.
System 1and 4 identify the
objects by HTML tags.
System 1 modifies the
objects according to the
user database but system 4
modifies the objects
according to the dynamic
data.
System 4 re-arranges the
contents by the user
preferences.
System 2 delivers the
related information, System
3 delivers information
according to the tag pattern
matching and system 4
delivers exact information.

Table. 4. Comparison the complexity of the algorithm with other systems.
Algorithm
Blocks Identification Algorithm
Objects Identification Algorithm
Object Elements Modification
Algorithm
Contents Geometric Height and Width
Calculation Algorithm

Time Complexity of Proposed
System
O(n)
O(|n|+|e|)
O(n)

5.2 Visualization Comparison
The Web Page Tailoring System,
Xadaptor and our proposed system
delivers the contents according to user
preferences.
However, there
are
differences in the visual results. For the
Web Page Tailoring System, users can
zoom into parts of a page. The
multimedia content sometime gets
oversized to the mobile screen because
The Web Page Tailoring System doesn’t
adapt all kinds of contents. The
Xadaptor and the proposed system adapt
the multimedia and text contents with

Time Complexity of Other
Systems
O(n) [7]
O(n2) [7]
O(n) [18]

O(n)

O(n) [18]

rule-based approaches. The Xadaptor
and the Web Page Tailoring System
display all the contents in a single
column but our proposed system delivers
all the target contents in sub pages.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new method
for facilitating the browsing of a large
web page on a handheld device. The
Web-adaptor parses an HTML page into
a tree and identifies the semantic blocks.
Each object in a block is assigned a
1040
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profit and a weight. The Pre-processor
modifies the contents. The greedy
algorithm selects the most relevant
contents based on user preferences. The
system can generate sub pages for
handheld devices. The proposed
approach enables a new browsing
experience for the users. The most
significant information will appear at the
first sub page. This enables a new
browsing method that overcomes the
screen size limitation of a mobile device
and makes them truly useful for
information access.
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